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Unmanned Systems and Counter Systems 

● Unmanned systems types in terms of control:
○ Remote controlled
○ Remote guided
○ Autonomous

● Limitations in unmanned systems and counter 
systems:
o Sensory limitations
o False-Negatives and False-Positives
o Response time

● Counter unmanned systems fall into two 
categories:

○ Detection: detection, identification, and 
tracking.

○ Mitigation: repel or intercept an unmanned 
systems.
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The Role of AI in Improving 
Unmanned Systems and 
Counter Systems
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What is AI?

 “The theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks normally requiring 
human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and 
translation between languages.”

The most common AI technology used in US/C-US is Computer Vision

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095426960
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Computer Vision (CV) is an AI discipline that can process visual 
information to enable different applications across sectors

Data Sources Use Cases/ProductsComputer Vision Techniques Example

Documents

Satellites

Cameras

Social Media

Scanners

Medical Images

Robotics and Sensors

Health

Energy

Education

Security

Mobility

Crowd Management

Traffic Flow Analysis

Pipeline Security 
Monitoring

Medical Image Diagnosis

Student Behaviour Analysis

Video Cameras 

Classification

Detection

Tracking

Segmentation

https://deeplobe.ai/understanding-images-from-pixel-level-with-semantic-segmentation/
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AI Technologies: Classification

● Classification is the task of drawing conclusions from data and categorizing it into labeled 
classes. 

● It extracts and identifies characteristics of certain class and estimates how likely an input 
observation belongs to a particular class.

https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/19/7/1644/htm
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AI Technologies: Detection

● Detection is the task of drawing a bounding box around an object
○ What: The algorithm classifies what is inside an image
○ Where: The algorithm detects bounding box coordinates of the object

● The detected objects comes from a set of objects of interest

● What about trees and buildings?
○ Not in the set of objects of interest
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AI Technologies: Segmentation

 Segmentation: Image segmentation is the task of clustering image parts that belong to the same 
object class together.

• This process is also called pixel-level classification. 

https://deeplobe.ai/understanding-images-from-pixel-level-with-semantic-segmentation/
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AI Technologies: Tracking

● Object tracking is the task of taking an initial set of object detections, creating a unique ID for each of the 
initial detections, and then tracking each of the objects as they move around frames in a video while 
maintaining the ID assignment.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnAUnU596UE
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AI Applications in Unmanned 
Systems and Counter 
Systems
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US and C-US rely heavily on sensory data inputs

Types of sensors commonly used in US and C-US:

Optical 
Sensors

Radio 
Frequency

Acoustic 
Sensors Radar
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Optical Sensors in US

• Most US rely on optical sensors to perceive 
the environment.

• AI-based classification, detection, and 
segmentation can be used to optimize 
specific tasks.

• Such techniques are prone to limitation in 
on-edge computing power or data transfer 
throughput.
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Optical Sensors in C-US

• C-US can provide visual image of the drone 
and its payload.

• Different AI algorithms are tested to detect 
and track unmanned systems.

• The limitation in performance relates to:
o Weather conditions, such as dust or fog.
o Lighting condition (which can be addressed using IR 

cameras)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnbmIxe4TYs
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Radio Frequency Sensors in C-US

• Using radio frequency analyzers to detect radio 
communications emitted by unmanned systems.

• AI Algorithms learn from each RF signature.

• US detection and classification of different make and 
model can be performed by learning from a library of 
signatures.
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Acoustic Sensors in C-US

• Detect sound of nearby drones using acoustic 
sensors

oDoes not require line of sight
oSensitive to noise
oShort range detection

• AI leverages Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to 
utilize spectrograms and make predictions

• Detected sound is compared to all drone acoustic 
signatures in a database
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Radar Sensors in C-US

• Radar is an active sensing system that works day and night and in all weather conditions.

• AI-Aided Radar can be utilized by employing algorithms to differentiate and classify hard to detect 
objects.

• Computer vision aided Radar applications in C-US can be categorized into:
• Radar Spectrogram
• Range Doppler Map
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Radar Spectrogram

• The radar spectrogram plots the velocity 
trajectory of an object across a timeframe.

• Utilized in differentiating between objects with 
similar size.

• In this example, AI algorithm was able to 
differentiate between a drone and a bird.
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Range Doppler Map

• Range Doppler Map plots an object’s 
distance and velocity relative to the radar’s 
location.

• Works with moving objects only, and can 
be distinct from clutter.

• Here, three small size classes: a car, a 
drone, and a person were classified using 
AI.
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Sensor Fusion

• Parallel

• Sequential

Sensor 1 Sensing 
Method 1

Sensing 
Method 2

Combined 
Decision

Final 
DecisionSensor 2

Sensing 
Method 1

Sensing 
Method 2

Final 
Decision

Sensor 1

Sensor 2
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Thank you!
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